Adding Income and Appreciation
to Investment Portfolios through
Ownership Opportunities in
Multi-Family Housing

Dear Investor:
At GreenLite Holdings LLC, we believe in the power of multifamily developments to create healthy diversification for investors —
providing consistent cash flow through all market cycles and long-term
gains. This is an industry that historically has proven to be profitable
time after time, and has the fundamentals and market demand to
continue doing so.

Jonathan Lewis
Principal and Founder

To offer investors profitable ownership opportunities, GreenLite
Holdings is narrowly focused on specific geographic regions that are
emerging economic areas for job and population growth. We seek
primarily class B properties that meet the needs of the middle class. To
find the right properties, finance, manage and market efficiently, we rely
on established relationships with leading professionals in our market
areas. These carefully created teams of professionals allow GreenLite
Holdings to minimize overhead while tapping into innovative, hardworking experts in our markets.
Our approach is highly systematic to allow us to move quickly and
efficiently in identifying and acquiring desirable properties and to
manage the properties effectively throughout the desired investment
period.
At GreenLite, you will find we are passionate in what we do —
creating opportunities for investors to prosper and quality housing
for working class families and individuals. As GreenLite Holdings’
founder and principal, I am committed to working hard and investing
the time and effort required to make good, and preferably great,
investments. I invite you to join me in GreenLite Holdings’ drive to be
a leading multi-family investor in our market regions.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Lewis
Founder

Five Winning Characteristics of the Best Investments

1.

Provide steady income across business cycles

2.

Appreciate in value

3.

Secured by real collateral

4.

Offer protection from inflation

5.

Tax advantaged

At GreenLite Holdings, LLC, we believe the one investment that meets
all of those requirements and that should be a part of any investment
portfolio is multi-family rental properties. Our business is making
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what they own, the health of the development’s market area, and the
             

Benefits of Multi-Family Ownership as an Investment
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townhome community that provides rental housing for individuals and
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individuals and families who make up the largest segment of the
rental market. Our ideal investment is located in an area with positive
economic and demographic trends, including growing population
and job opportunities.
Multi-family developments provide economies of scale.
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professionally manage than individual rental properties. Marketing,
security and maintenance costs tend to be lower per unit. By
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Leverage can turn a good investment into a great investment.
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favorable interest rates available to real estate investments,
investor returns on the down payment, closing costs and
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return on the initial investment could be
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average annual return on the purchase
price.
Real estate values are less volatile
than other investments and offer a
    
While real estate values will vary over
time, they are not as volatile as stocks,
 
     
assets, providing stability to the portfolio.
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supporting the value of the property.

Multi-Family
Advantage as
Commercial
Real Estate
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outperforms other
commercial real
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economic downturns,
when demand
typically increases.
The management
intensive nature

  
projects also creates
opportunities to
increase values across
economic climates.

Multi-family developments are real property, with the
potential to appreciate in value.
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traditionally increased in value in response to market demand.
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increase occupancy and rental rates, forcing appreciation.
Real estate investments offer unique tax advantages.
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addition, investors can write off depreciation on the property.
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in a single property LLC passes at death, the
inherited basis will be the current market
value, eliminating accumulated
depreciation and the higher
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would incur upon the
disposition of the
property.

GreenLite Holdings is Structured to Optimize Multi-Family Acquisitions
GreenLite Holdings acts in the capacity
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property LLC. As the Managing
Member, GreenLite Holdings:
X 2      
by working with a team of industry
professionals in our targeted market
areas;
X =      
diligence including contracting for
professional property inspections,
income and cost analysis, and
evaluation of opportunities to
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including mortgage loans and equity
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X Creates a single asset LLC to acquire
the property and manages the
project through the closing;
X Hires professional management
services to manage, maintain, and
market the property and identify
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X Provides monthlyy rep
reports
ports to the
investors.
X Establishes and conducts the
planned disposition process for
          
holding
hold
ding period.

GreenLite Holdings was founded by Jonathan
Lewis to take advantage of the opportunities
   
        
investors to purchase ownership of specific
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demand for housing. Our current focus is on
acquiring properties in the emerging markets
of the Southwest region of the United States,
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opportunities to achieve:
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and property appreciation common to high
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3. Capital gains from the increase in the value
of the property over time
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purchase price of the property.
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and more.
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markets, providing true portfolio
 

Transparency and Accountability are Paramount
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with an established disposition time frame, providing planned
liquidity. Through reports of the Managing Member, performance of
the investment can be tracked from inception through disposition.
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GreenLite Holdings provides investors with a due diligence period
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disposition period, at which time investors could anticipate the return
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and structured as an LLC, investors have access to monthly online
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status of the property. GreenLite Holdings, as the Managing Member,
is available to answer investor questions on the individual
properties and to provide further information throughout
the investment life of the LLC.

Our Investors Always Come First
At Greenlite Holdings, LLC, we pride ourselves on being fully
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have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us and
we will be happy to assist you.
We also welcome inquiries about upcoming investment opportunities
and the performance of our properties from prospective investors.
GreenLite Holdings
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Principal
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Multi-Family Properties
Do Have Certain
Investment Risks

The value of a property and the corresponding equity of the owners of a property will
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A property’s value and rental income can be affected by many factors, including, but
not limited to some of the following risks presented below. You should consider the
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X general risks prior to closing on
real property
X general risks of owning
real property
X general risks of property
management
X general risks of selling
real estate
X regulatory risks

X environmental risks
X uninsurable losses
X risks of developing real estate
or buying recently constructed
properties
X appraisal risks
X general risks of mortgage loans

These risks are described in greater detail in the property package provided to
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and the structure of the LLC.

